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INTRODUCTION
AIMS
My name is John-Paul Walker1 , thanks to the generosity and support of the Zibby
Garnett Travelling Fellowship 2 , I was privileged to spend thirty five days earlier this
year on a study trip in India in order to learn more about the growing conservation
movement there.

The trip was a rare opportunity to be involved in a number of nationally pioneering
conservation initiatives, including the regeneration of the historic centre of Hyderabad,
the Indo-French collaboration in Ahmedabad, and the regeneration of Amber by the
Jaipur Virasat Foundation. The aim of the trip was to gain an insight into how another
countries approach the same issues that are being raised worldwide, ie how can the
historic environment be relevant to our contemporary society? I have long been
fascinated by India and its people, in particular the strength of their collective identity
and their apparently intuitive ability to adapt their environment to serve a variety of
functions. These principles are fundamental to conservation- led regeneration. With two
diverse cultures such as the UK and India, it would be foolish to directly apply their
approaches here; good design should never be a carbon copy, but instead a process of
interpretation and adaptation. For this India is a rich resource of wisdom, contrast and
inspiration.

1

See Appendix I: Curriculum Vita. I am part time student at Sheffield Hallam University, studying an

MA in Heritage Management. As a practising architect I am presently working at John Cunnington
Architects, a practice which specialises in architectural conservation, based in Matlock, Derbyshire.
2

I came to know of the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship through the Journal of Architectural

Conservation.
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Fig I: Lota traditional vessel

‘It is the quality to which Charles and Ray Eames were referring when admiring the
refinement of the standard water vessel of the Indian peasant, the lota: “Of all the
objects we have seen and admired during our visit to India, the lota, that simple vessel
of everyday use, stands out as perhaps the greatest, the most beautiful… no one man
designed the lota, but many men over many generations – many individuals
represented in their own way through something they may have added or may have
removed…” (1958)’ (Curtis, 1988: 117)

Jaipur

Ahmedabad

Hyderabad
Mumbai

Fig II: Location Map, India
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ITINERARY
My itinerary was as follows:
Date
15 Jan 04

Location
Mumbai

Activities
Arrival from UK.

35days

16 – 17
Jan 04

Ahmedabad

Vastu Shilpa Consultants (VSC):
? Briefing on recent projects.
? Outline potential programme.
? Arrange meeting with Rajeev Kathpalia
(Director).

2days

18 – 24
Jan 04

Jaipur

Jaipur Virasat Foundation (JVF):
?
Heritage Conference.
?
Amber Project (Panna Minna Kand &
Anokhi Haveli)
?
Heritage Festival

7days

25 – 30
Jan 04

Ahmedabad

VSC:

5days

?
?
?

Meeting with Mr Kathpalia.
Briefing on Hyderabad, Reconstructing the
Historic Core (RHC) project.
Manek Chowk: Civic Node Survey.

Ahmedabad Municipal Council (AMC):
?
Pol Regeneration Project.
?
Heritage Walk works.
30 Jan 04 –
8 Feb 04

Hyderabad

RHC:
?
?

8 – 14
Feb 04

Ahmedabad

10days
Community Ownership Initiatives.
Heritage Walk.

VSC:
?
?

7days
De-briefing on RHC project.
Manek Chowk: Civic Node Survey
(cont…).

Ahmedabad Municipal Council (AMC):
?
Pol Regeneration Project (cont…).
?
Heritage Walk works.
15 – 18
Feb 04

Mumbai

Meeting with Shyam Chainani (Bombay
Environmental Action Group).
Heritage Walk
Departure for UK

4days
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3

The total cost of the trip was slightly in excess of this sum due to increasing air fares and other

unforeseen expenses (eg: visa fees).
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REPORT
MUMBAI: ARRIVAL
The prospect of this trip had occupied my mind
over the past months, yet my arrival came with
something of a shock, after nine years I was
suddenly again in India, and no amount of
preparation could stop India from outgrowing
my expectations and delivering the unexpected.
Somewhat disorientated by changing time,
climate and environment I spent the early hours
of the morning sharing every inch of Mumbai
central train station ticket hall with hundreds of
sleeping travellers with inquisitive eyes as I

Fig III: Mumbai Central Train Station

wondered how I was to get to Ahmedabad, my first destination. A smiling face offered
me the corner of his cardboard bed, and soon I was reminded of the insistent warm
hospitality of the Indian people and knew that my train would find me.

ARRIVAL IN AHMEDABAD:
After a phone call to inform the office that I had arrived at Ahmedabad station, a
smiley gentleman took me on scooter back to an apartment near the office, where they
had arranged for me to stay. Exhausted, I barley acknowledged where we were going
as I willingly accepted his offers to carry my luggage up to my apartment on the ninth
floor.

7

Ahmedabad is the old capital4 of the state of Gujarat to the north-west of India, a city
which gained its fame and wealth from the cotton industry in the 19th century, earning
the name of ‘The Manchester of India’. Its climate is very hot and arid, being situated
on the western edge of the Tar Desert. The Sabarmati River runs north/south through
the centre of the city, separating the old city to the east from the new city, which is
quickly expanding to the west.

The office, named ‘Sangath’ or ‘meeting place’,
is located to the west, accessed off a noisy and
dusty main trunk road, with the typical bustling
peripheral activity that seems to spring up on any
Indian street. Yet on entering through its high
gates you discover an oasis of calm and green;
the trickle of water cascades around the white
mosaic vaults that rise from a peaceful garden.

Fig IV: View of the vaults of Sangath

On arriving at the office, raring to go, I was told
that Rajeev was ‘out of station’ and that I should report to Mr Yatin Pandya instead. A
little perturbed, I was reminded that patient waiting was an essential part of a trip to
India.

Operationally the office has two parts; the Vastu Shilpa Consultants (VSC) and the
Vastu Shilpa Foundation (VSF). VSC is an internationally renowned commercial
architectural, planning and urban design office. VSF is a non-profit making research

4

The new capital of Gujarat is Gandhinagar, a new city one hours drive north of Ahmedabad.
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practice which looks to form a link between academics and practices through projects
in historic and environmental design.

Yatin, associate Director of the VSF, gave me an introduction on the work of the
office, and much insight into the Indian conservation movement and its philosophies
and difficulties. He informed me how practically and philosophically Indian culture
values tradition more than the physical remnants of the past. Practically it is driven by
need; as a developing country with scarce resources and a vast population, everything
is used to its full potential and nothing goes to waste. Philosophically, re- incarnation is
central to Hinduism5 and Jainism; the belief that once something dies it will be reborn
in another form, therefore decay is not seen as destructive, but enables the cycle of life
to continue, in fact without death nothing new can be born. Yatin went on to explain
how this lack of reverence enables flexible use of the built heritage, releasing them
from the desperate need to record and preserve felt by the UK and best illustrated by
the fact that there are very few written accounts of Indian history6 ; instead accounts of
the past are perpetuated through rituals and festivals. Fact and legends that tell great
tales of past heroes are woven together, bringing the physical remnant of the past to
life as it becomes the stage set to these festivals.

Yatin concluded that I must make a quick trip to Jaipur to meet with a lady called Faith
Singh and attend their Heritage Festival in order to gain a deeper understanding. I took
his advice and, having arranged a meeting with Rajeev on my return, booked a return
train ticket to the ‘pink’ city of Jaipur.

5

Hinduism is the major religion of India, with 82% of the population Hindu (Singh, 2003; 57)
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JAIPUR HERITAGE FESTIVAL
The Heritage Festival was in full swing when I arrived in Jaipur, a heady programme
of music, dance, performance, art, architecture, crafts, sports and food. The festival
aimed to promote heritage in the broadest and most inclusive form of the word; as a
representation and product of a way of life. And it certainly is something worth
celebrating, Rajastani life continues many of its age-old traditions today. The walled
city is divided by a ‘grid- iron’ of wide processional roads lined with civic building and
bazaars, all of which are rendered in the characteristic ‘pink’ render. Off these roads
the city is brocken up into smaller, more random neighbourhoods.

Fig V: Earthen pot stall

After finding a convenient hotel just outside the city walls, I caught an auto-rickshaw
to the offices of the Jaipur Virasat Foundation (JVF), the heritage organisation whom
Faith Sigh is the director of. They recommended that I attended the Heritage
Conference 7 ; ‘Conserving Heritage in a Developing Metro’, and directed me there. The
conference was an intensive daylong programme which covered a wide variety of
urban conservation issues, focussing on Jaipur, and gave me a good introduction into
the Indian conservation movement and the various bodies involved. Nimish Patel,

6

Historically the only source of Indian history was through the records of visitor’s travel logs.
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Director of Abhikram, the architectural practice working on several projects Jaipur,
gave an interesting talk; ‘A vision for heritage sensitive development of Jaipur and
Amer’. I was impressed by the similarities between their approach and those currently
promoted by the UK government 8 ; seeing the limitations in government lead projects
in both their funding and the public perceived benefits, and realising the potential in
community empowered projects. However culture, language, and jet lag prevented me
from understanding all the points covered.

The next day I returned to the JVF office to meet Faith. She told me how she and her
husband had ‘retired’ several year back, having already pioneered ‘Anokhi’, a
successful international textile company and how they wanted to concentrate their time
on promoting the cultural heritage of Jaipur and its traditional crafts before they died
out completely. She explained the aims of JVF; how it was set up to compile a
cohesive conservation strategy to look at heritage in all its variety and expressions of
life. She was a lady of great enthusiasm, the type who liked to talk on the move, able
to take a dozen phone calls on her mobile while still holding a cohesive and engaging
conversation. I explained the purpose of my study tip and my eagerness to be involved
with their work during my short stay and we arranged to meet again the next morning.

For the following day Faith recommended I visit the festival’s architectural and craft
centre, the Anokhi Haveli 9 in Amber, to the north of Jaipur, Arranging for me to meet
Puneel Bansal, an associates of Abhikram. Following her instructions, I caught an

7

See Appendix II: Heritage Conference Programme.

8

DCMS (2001) The Historic Environment: A Force for Our Future. www.culture.gov.uk.

9

A Haveli is a large urban house, usually with a narrow frontage and deep plan broken by an internal

courtyard.
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auto-rickshaw to Amber Fort, following a
narrow winding valley until it widened to display
a magnificent and imposing fort, clinging to the
valley side. From there I walked to the haveli to
meet Puneel in the welcomed cool of the interior
courtyard. As we sat and sipped tea, Puneel
explained to me how the work in Amber was
part of an ongoing project to regenerate the area,
with an emphasis on using local craftsmen,
utilising their traditional skills which were no
longer required by modern building techniques
and thus quickly dying out, for example
pargeting10 , mosaics, fresco 11 painting etc. He
explained how the haveli that we sat in was the
start of this, showing me photographs of how it
had been rescued as a crumbling ruin, much like
many of the other havelis in the village, and
restored by local craftsmen to its present glorious
state. He relayed how in order to do this they had
had to search out the craftsmen, who had
abandoned their skills for the lack of work and

Fig V: Inner Court of Anokhi Haveli
Fig VI: Sample of traditional roof
construction.

turned to rural labour, restoring their pride by

10

Decorative plasterwork using a lime and gypsum mix.

11

Painting done on freshly laid wet plaster with pigments dissolved in lime water.
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employing them to use their traditional skills to
repair the haveli. As a result techniques had been
rediscovered that were new to the architects, for
example the flat terrace roof of the haveli was
constructed from many layers to build up
strength, lightness and insulation from the fierce
desert sun, including earthen ‘cups’ placed
upside down to trap insulating air. Puneel took
me to see many other beautiful buildings in the
village that stood in ruins; a ruinous Hindu
temple still used for daily devotions, another
heveli without the same good fortune as the one
now owned by the Singh’s and the imposing but
uninhabited Amber Fort itself. He explained to
me how the village had once been a salubrious
residence of the rich who had made their wealth
from the gem trade of Jaipur. Now the residents
lived in makeshift houses amongst these ruins,
having lost the know-how, inclination or
aspiration to re-use them. Having served their
purpose the ruins were discarded like rubbish
gathered on the road side.

The next day Puneel took me to their current
project, the restoration of Panna Minna Kund. A
Fig VII: Amber Fort
Fig VIII: Ruinous Haveli, Amber.
Fig IX: Ruinous Hindu Temple, Amber.
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kund is a sunken pool surrounded by terraced
steps, used for both ceremonial and domestic
purposes, its steep sides giving shelter from the
sun thus keeping the water cool. The
arrangement of the steps meant that many
different activities could happen side by side on
the various landings. The restoration work
included the cleaning of the pool, repairs to the
waterworks that supplied the kund, repairs to the
masonry and renewing of render to the walls and
steps of the kund and repairs and reconstruction
of structures ancillary to the kund.

One of the crafts which particularly drew my
attention was the plasterwork repairs, which
were of course pink, the unifying element that
gives Jaipur its name of the ‘Pink City’. It turned
out that it was a lime plaster with baked brickdust mixed in, a building technique that was
commonly used on historic buildings in England,
but is now a ‘specialist’ trade in India.

I was able to observe the whole process
happening on site, not using ready prepared lime
putty in plastic tubs as we have in England, but
Fig X: Panna Minna Kund
Fig XI: Lime render preparation on site.
Fig XII: Render repairs to kund.
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starting with the quicklime (burnt limestone) and
ending with the lime plaster. The forman
explained to me how brick dust was added to
speed up the setting of the plaster and give it the
‘pink’ colour, this was done using a pan mixer
which does not ‘bind’ the mix when including
additives such as hair. The pan mixer is a
specialist mortar mixer that I had heard of before
but never seen used in the UK.

I was introduced to the master craftsman who
took me to an area of the kund they were
working on presently, where I was able to try my
hand at lime rendering for the remainder of the
day. He showed me how they embedded stones
in successive layers of render to strengthen the
thicker areas which were being built up to later
take decorative relief work. I was glad that he
had chosen a cooler interior area of the kund for
me to work on.

The next day Puneel first took me to another site
where they were carrying out repairs to the
render on the city walls. Again the ubiquitous
pink render was being used, but this time only in
Fig XIII: Learning to lime render.
Fig XIV: Stone masons at the kund.
Fig XV: Ladies making clothing at haveli.
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a flat plane which was then decorated with white
wash lines to pick out architectural features and
patterns to emphasise the scale of the walls and
introduce the allusion of relief. Again the whole
process happened on site in the usual ramshackle
manner. We then returned to the kund, where we
spent the rest of the day watching the masons
who were working on site that day. There was
very little machinery or set up to the site, just
hand tools, man-power and ingenuity. The stone
was an incredibly hard limestone, which did not
yield easily to the strike of a chisel, yet this did
not quench their fervour for decoration.

It was not only the traditional construction
techniques that stuck me, but the culture that
went with it. Once a craftsman had been set on,
his whole family would come with him. Each

Fig XVI: Anokhi Haveli.
Fig XVII: Render repairs to city walls.

member would have a role, and each activity
would be carried out with a song and much
chatter; a real social event.

My final day in Jaipur and I returned to the JVF to say my goodbyes, having booked
the night train back to Ahmedabad. By chance Faith was there and insisted that I come
to the finale of the festival, which turned out to be a performance of folk music and
dance in the kund shaped courtyard of the Jawahar Kala Kendra, the Jaipur cultural
16

museum by the famous Indian architect Charles Correa. It would be a push to go there
and catch my 9.30pm train, but I could not resist and there were no regrets. I found it
hard to tear myself away from the intensity of the 40 strong band and whirling dancers,
some of the instruments I had never seen or heard before. I left the show early, taking
flight in an auto rickshaw via the hotel and on to the train station to return to
Ahmedabad.

BACK IN AHMEDABAD
On returning to Ahmedabad I finally managed to meet with Rajeev, apart from his
white hair had not changed at all. He gave me such a warm greeting that at first I knew
not what to say. After catching up with each other a little we sat down to discuss my
potential involvement in the Hyderabad project. Rajeev briefed me on the background
of the project, explaining that at present the initial design proposals for the Charminar
area were being considered 12 ; while the first phase 13 works to clear and construct the
ring road was underway. Consequently there was little research or design work being
carried out at present. Rajeev suggested that I go to Hyderabad, to visit the various
sites and talk to the people involved so that I could gain an understanding of what the
project involved and the process it was undergoing. He went on to proposed how it
would be useful if I could ascertain the present state of progress and the morale of the
stakeholders and public at large. He gave me a list of the people involved, asking the

12

The project’s briefing document identifies the geographical centre of significance to the historic city

as the Charminar, a 180ft high triumphant arch, and the surrounding traditional ‘bazaar’ market streets,
where the trading of pearls and traditional Lac bangles takes place, once the sources of Hyderabad’s
social and economic wealth. The most significant of these is Laad Bazaar, a half kilometre long market
with around two hundred and fifty shops.
13

The project has been divided into three phases; phase one involving the creation of a ring road around

the historic area, phase two pedestrianisation of the Charminar area and phase three improvements to the
bazaars.
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office manager, Joseph, to make arrangements for me to meet them. Rajeev concluded
that I alter my programme to allow more time in Ahmedabad, proposing that I make
contact with the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) who had formed a
Heritage Cell in partnership with the French Government and were currently
undertaking several heritage conservation projects in the old city.

Following a couple of phone calls I was put in
touch with Mrs A.M. Vijaya 14 , architect for the
Heritage Cell. The Heritage Cell was located in
the Sanskar Kendra museum, designed by Le
Corbusier in 1954, a huge slab of a building
balanced on arrow columns. She was most
helpful, eagerly showing me the projects that
they were currently involved in and asking if
there were any that I might be interested in. I was
particularly intrigued by the ongoing project
‘Revival of the Traditional Local Governance

Fig XVIII: Inner court of Sanskar Kendra.

System’. This was a project that appeared to be
very close to Vijaya’s heart, as she explained to me that during its early formation 15th
century Ahmedabad developed organically with self contained neighbourhoods, or
‘pols’ 15 , each of a certain caste, trade or religion. She told me how community life of
the pol has been very successfully managed for centuries by the ‘Panch’ system,

14

It is the tradition of Andhra Predesh, where Mrs A.M. Vijaya is from, to call people by their surname

even when well aquatinted with them. I will therefore addressed her simply as Vijaya.
15

The fabric of the pol was deep plan, narrow fronted houses, divided in plan by an inner courtyard. The

pols were grouped around a series of narrow dead end streets, entered through a gateway.
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whereby community welfare and activities were
managed by a group of elders. But with changing
social aspiration the old structures of community
living are being forgotten or ignored. As she
showed me a series of comparative photographs of
the pols taken in 1988 and now, she despaired at
their neglect and speedy decay, expla ining how the
population of the old city is changing as people
aspire to live outside the constraints and congestion
of the city centre. Increasing tension between Hindu
and Muslim population has also lead to the
disintegration of traditionally integrated and diverse
neighbourhoods. I explained to her the purpose of
my study trip and resolved to get involved as much
as I could with two parts of the project; the
restoration of the chabutaro and the development of
the ‘Pol Etal Molun Dahi Ne Upar Katko Gor’ 16
play.
Fig XIX: Typical pol street with
chabutora.
Fig XX: Typical layout plan of a pol.

The chabutaro are giant bird- feeding tables, constructed of wood and stone, usually
comprising a table, supported on a post with a canopy overhead and a base in which to
store the feed. The ritual feeding of birds is considered by the Hindus and Jains to be a
religious duty and blesses both individually and collectively. Each neighbourhood used

16

The auther was unable to ascertain the exact translation of the plays title, but was told that it was like

the much loved blend of Jaggery (crude sugar) and curd; the Pol has a mixture of different communities
and enjoy sweetness of life.
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to construct a chabutaro to both facilitate and
symbolise this act, in effect, a tree in the urban
streetscape, brightly decorated with lavish floral
and figurative carvings. Traditionally the
chabutaro was one of a series of elements that
defined, represented and facilitated the collective

socio/religious activities of the ‘pol’ and as such
the Heritage Cell is seeking to restore some of
them as part of the ‘Revival of the Traditional
Local Governance System’ project to regenerate
people’s pride in the pol as a collective
community.

Vijaya assigned David Ifthikhar and myself to
locate and record where the chabutaro are in the
old city, as there is no complete record of them.
The first task was finding them, each day I
would travel on the back of his ‘Enfield’
motorbike through the labyrinthine streets of the
old city. They were elusive at the best of times;
we journeyed through dead end after dead end on
endless vague directions. Upon finding them we

would talk to the locals 17 , asking their views on

17

Fig XXI: Typical pol house.
Fig XXII: David and his Enfield.
Fig XXIII: Typical Chabutora.

Most locals could not speak English so I was greatly assisted by David’s translations.
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the chabutara and how they associated with it. We would then take photographs and
rudimentary measurements and record its condition.

It was a wonderful opportunity to be involved, in
a small way, with the design and development of
the Pol Etal Molun Dahi Ne Upar Katko Gor’
play. With an intention to increase peoples’
awareness of and pride in the heritage of the pols
in which they lived and worked, a travelling
street play, with the pol as its stage set, was

Fig XXIV:. Leaflet distributed to promote pol plays
Fig XXV:. View of ‘Pol Play’, Ahmedabad Old City

developed as a tool to initiate a dialogue with the
pol people. The play described the life and culture of the people of the pols,
emphasising the value of the both the built and cultural heritage which is being lost.
The intention was to follow up the play with a series of public meetings to ask people’s
opinion on the play and talk about how the people of the pol could take responsibility
for their own regeneration, empowered by the AMC. I was able to play an active part
in several of the workshops, developing the format and content of the play, working
with actors, historians, conservationists, architects, local politicians, local community

21

groups and director Manvita Baradi.
Unfortunately the plays were due to take place
later that year after I had left.

Occasionally Vijaya would take me to something
different. For example one day a man arrived on
motorbike pillion with a section of beautifully
decorated plaster panel. It transpired that it was
part of the ceiling of a grand pol house that had
been severely damaged and was in danger of
collapse - it had been decided that the whole
ceiling should be recorded, taken down, repaired,
and refitted. The section that we saw was the
first piece to be repaired. Intrigued and rather
concerned for the survival of this piece I offered
to return to the house with the gentleman in an
auto-rickshaw and stay a while to observe what
they were doing. I was glad that I did because I
had the opportunity not only to see the repair of
the ceiling in process, but numerous other
activities, such as the laying of mosaics, repairs

Fig XXVI:. Decorative plaster ceiling.
Fig XXVII:. Repairs to plaster ceiling panel.1

to the timber structures and restoration of the
stained glass. I also took the opportunity to
explore the interior arrangement and construction
of the famous pol houses.

22

Another time as we discussed the value of the
built heritage to Indian culture, Vijaya decided
that I should visit some of the architectural
salvage company depots around Ahmedabad to
see one of the motivations behind the lack of
care for the pol houses. She arranged for one of
the French team to take me as she said I would
get a ‘warmer’ reception then. On arriving I was
amazed to find hall after hall crammed with
architectural elements from pol houses, from
doors to whole balconies. Apparently the
majority of these are bound for foreign export for
a handsome price at the expense of the city’s
built heritage.

Fig XXVIII:. Architectural salvage depot.
Fig XXIX:. Architectural salvage depot.

I was struck by how the AMC Heritage Cell is beginning to see their built heritage as
an integral part of social rege neration, that cultural tradition and the built heritage are
intrinsically related. They are looking to perpetuate the cultural traditions which use
the built heritage, recognising that if this relationship is disrupted then the heritage will
become obsolete and fall into disrepair. Extensive studies have been undertaken into
the traditional social systems of the old city, and projects initiated to promote the value
of the social structure of the pol, and the value of the built environment as it illustrates
and facilitates this.

23

HYDERABAD
Upon arriving in Hyderabad and finding a hotel
to the south of the river, where the old city is
located, I made my way to the offices of Sysplan
Associates, the acting local associate office t o
VSC in Hyderabad. There I met Mr Shyam
Reddy, an engagement previously arranged by
Rajeev. He gave me a warm greeting as he
welcomed me into his small office. It smelt of
incense from the altar set up behind his desk. As
we started to discuss my programme while I was
in Hyderabad, he apologised, saying that there
was very little work actually happening at
present and suggested that it would be an
opportune time raise the profile of the project
again by speaking to the people involved.

We spoke to the Director of Tourism, the
Planning Officer, the Director of Master
Planning of Hyderabad Urban Development
Authority, the local press, local action groups,
shopkeepers and the general public. Speaking to

Fig XL:.Laad Bazaar with Charminar in distance.
Fig XLI:. Laad Bazaar view from the Charminar.

these people, Shyam seemed to feel that we had
made great progress, and I felt I had glimpse the frustrations of working within such a
bureaucratic and corrupt society. Mr Shorey, of the Hyderabad Urban Development
Authority, told me how a myth of a tunnel had been started by some of the more
24

powerful landowners of the area who felt that the
project was not sufficiently benefiting them
personally. The myth claimed that the project
would destroy a secret tunnel that had been
constructed by the founding Nazim of
Hyderabad as a secrete route from the Charminar
to the Golconda Fort, a few kilometres to the
north-west of the city. This claim raised such
public interest that the whole project had to be
halted while the matter was investigated. This
took two years and culminated in archaeological
investigations to satisfy everyone that no tunnel
existed.

I found this intensive interviewing exhausting in
the humid climate of Hyderabad, and it was a
great relief when Shyam frequently broke from
the programme to eagerly give me an insight into
the cities delights. Upon hearing of my interest
in the use of lime in India he took me up to the
heights of the Charminar to observe workmen
balanced on bamboo gantries repairing and lime

Fig XLII:. Typical shop unit in Laad Bazaar.
Fig XLIII:. Workman lime washing the Charminar
from high level gantry.

washing its elevations.

We explored the sites and sounds of the Laad Bazaar, where I brought traditional lac
bracelets for my wife. On arriving Shyam asked me what my first impression where of
25

this ancient bazaar to which I replied that it I was
amazed by it as an environment but was a little
disappointed with the architecture, having
expected something much grander to fit its
reputation. He then took me on a closer look of
the bazaar, pointing out the hidden forms of the
architecture, ‘cloud’ arches, wooden shutters
with intricate ‘venetian’ shutters, narrow stairs; a
clear and delicately beautiful architecture that
had been obscured by modern shutters, signage
and goods abudantly displayed. Shyam explained

Fig XIV:. Detail of Laad Bazaar stall, showing
obscured historical details.

that this apparent disorder must not be judged to
hastily though, that a complex underlying hierarchy of social order brings a structure
not immediately perceivable to the observer. He went on to point out that what we saw
was a collage of ‘real life’ not some preserved ‘monument’, with no relevance to those
around it.
Fig XLV:. Lac bangle
stall on Laad Bazaar

Unfortunately I had a spell of stomach illness towards the end of my stay in
Hyderabad, which kept me to my hotel room for several days before leaving. I was
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especially frustrated that this had happened before I had had the chance to take Shyam
up on his offer of sampling some of the famous Hyderabadi Chicken Byriani..

LAST TIME IN AHMEDABAD
Upon returning to Ahmedabad I de-briefed
Rajeev on my findings at Hyderabad and
continued with my work with AMC.

Before leaving Rajeev invited me to his house
that weekend to enjoy the day with his family,
picnicking at their ‘farm’ house they had been
building just outside Ahmedabad. I very much
enjoyed the time with Rajeev and his family, but
declined his two teenage sons offer to go to a
rock concert that night, feeling a little drained
Fig XLVI: Picnic at Rajeev’s farm house.

after my travelling, not to mention a little old.

MUMBAI AND HOME
Having said my goodbyes to everyone in Ahmedabad, my last train journey back to
Mumbai. Mumbai is the commercial and cultural capital centre of India, and as such is
incredibly busy. Bombay is reputed to the centre of the conservation movement in
India, but I was unable with my limited time to fix up very much apart from dinner
with Shyam Chainani, the director of the Bombay Environmental Action Group, on my
last evening before departing. I therefore decided to take a couple of days at Matheran
a small hill station just to the east of the city, wanting some time to contemplate my
experiences.
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CONCLUSION
I am most grateful to the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship for the wonderful
opportunity of travelling to India in order to observe and be involved in the
‘Restructuring the Historic Core’ project in Hyderabad. From the time the trip was
conceived to my arrival in India the project had reached a quiet stage that limited my
involvement. On the other hand the trip was most productive, giving me broad
experience with the Abhikram and Jaipur Virasat Foundation in Jaipur, Vastu Shilpa
Consultants in Ahmedabad and Hyderabad and the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
Heritage Cell.

There were two most valuable lessons I learned from my study trip. The first was to
gain an insight into the Indian perspective on conservation. My work in architectural
conservation practice requires a broad philosophical approach and understanding of
issues behind that which is being conserved, which are much further reaching than the
physical fabric alone. The Indian culture places a high importance on the continuation
of tradition and has less of a focus on the physical heritage that is essentially a product
of these traditions. Yatin Pandya of the Vastu Shilpa Foundation described it as
heritage being dead, but tradition being living and cyclic. This is expressed in their
every day life, be it architecture, food, dressing, singing, relaxing or praying they
continue age-old traditions with a passion and pride. Not that we should over
romanticise the Indian context, our western sensibilities might rightly find some of
their ‘innovative adaptation’ of the historic environment a little jarring. However much
is to be gained in allowing Indian culture to highlight and challenge some of our
preconceptions.
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The second lesson was to have the opportunity to study the traditional building crafts. I
witnessed and participated in crafts which had been in continued use for hundreds of
years, something that in England we are cautiously having to re- learn from analysis,
experimentation and historic documentation having lost them to the ‘quick- fix’ appeal
of cement and the loss of a generation of craftsmen to world wars. It is wonderful that
there are people in India who are practically using them, which would otherwise in
another generation, be lost to living memory. Their use of materials and construction
techniques could not be directly transferred to the UK due to regional and climatic
differences, but their deep understanding and vernacular experience is of universal
value.

If I had the opportunity to visit India again I would further focus my study on the
traditional building crafts that continue to be used, which I had some opportunity to
see, particularly with the work of Abhikram and the AMC Heritage Cell.

Fig XLVI:. Motif for the 2004 Jaipur Heritage Festival
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CONTACTS
? Abhikram Architects (15 Laxmi Nivas Society, Paldi, Ahmedabad - 380007, Inda.
Tel: (079) 6588018. E- mail: abhikram@wilnetonline.net)
?

Nimish Patel, Director.

? Ahmedabad Heritage Cell of the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (Sanskar
Kendra Museum, Paldi, Ahmedabad – 380006, India. Tel: 0091 79 26574335)
?

Pierre Cadot, French team co-ordinator.

?

Mrs A.M. Vijaya, Conservation Architect

? Hyderabad Department of Tourism (Tank Bund Road, Hyderabad India)
?

M. Balasubramanyam Reddy, Joint Director (Te l: 23454550 E-mail:
getmbsreddy@yahoo.co.in)

? Hyderabad Urban Development Authority (Paigah Palace, S.P. Road,
Secunderabad – 500 003, India.)
?

S.P. Shorey, Special Officer (Tel: 27902942. E- mail: s_shorey@hotmail.com)

? Jaipur Virasat Foundation (9 Sardar Patel Marg, C-Scheme, Jaipur – 302001,
Rajasthan, India. Tel: 2367678 E-mail: jaipurfestival@datainfo sys.net)
?

Faith & John Singh, Director (E- mail: faith@anokhi.com)

? Sysplan Associates (3-6-291, 2nd Floor, Sadhana Building, Hyderguda, Hyderabad
– 29, India. Tel: 23222695 E-mail: sysplan@yahoo.com)
?

Shyam Sunder Reddy, Chief Consultant

? Vastu Shilpa Consultants (‘Sangath’, Thaltej Road, Ahmedabad - 380054, India.
Tel: 91 (79) 7451555. Web: www.vastushilpa.org)
?

Rajeev Kathpalia, Principal (sangathad1@sancharnet.in)

?

Yatin Pandya, Director (vsfad1@sancharnet.in)
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APPENDIX I: CURRICULUM VITA
GENERAL
?

Name: John-Paul Walker RIBA DipArch PgDipHM

?

Date of birth: 3rd May 1972

?

Nationality: British

?

Marital Status: Married

?

A: 44 Woodstock Road, Sheffield, S7 1HB.

?

T: 0114 255 4637

?

E: johnpaulwalker@hotmail.com

EDUCATION
2004

Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship
‘The Growing Conservation Movement in India’ Study Trip, India.

2001-03 Sheffield Hallam University.
MA Heritage Management. (presently writing dissertation)
1999

Sheffield University.
Professional Practice (RIBA pt.III)

1995-97 Sheffield University.
Diploma in Architecture (RIBA pt. II) (commendation in design).
Thesis Project: ‘Rites of Passage’: Sheffield Register Office.
Research Project: Byzantine Baptistery at Butrint, Albania.
Dissertation: ‘Experiencing Architecture through Reverie.’
1996-97 Loxley Technical College.
City & Guilds Advanced AutoCAD.
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1991-94 Sheffield University.
2/1 B.A.Arch (Hons) Degree.
Degree Projects: Café Bar, Research Library.
Dissertation: ‘The British Notion of Craft.’
1990-91 Bournville School of Art & Design.
Foundation Studies in Art & Design.
1988-90 Solihull Sixth Form College.
3 ‘A’ level passes, grade B.
1983-88 Alderbrook Senior School, Solihull.
8 GCSE level passes.

WORK EXPERIENCE PRACTICE
2001-

John Cunnington Architects (current)
Projects:

Project Architect for English Heritage (London Region)
Visitor Centre to Medieval Bishop’s Palace, Lincoln
Handsworth Park Regeneration Project, Birmingham
Historic Church Regeneration & Re-ordering Works.

2000

GTD Partnership Ltd, Sheffield
Projects:

Cliff College development, Derbyshire.
Cytology Centre, Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield.

1997-99 Ritchie & Rennie Architects, Sheffield.
Projects:

Sheffield United Sports Centre, Sheffield.
Bakewell Town Centre Redevelopment, Derbyshire.
Private Domestic.

1995

Stien Doshi & Bhalla Arch, Ahmedabad, India.
Projects:

Villa Bannergee, Hyderabad.
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BDP Diamond Industry trade centre, Bombay.
1995

Raj Rewal Associates, New Delhi, India.
Projects:

Parliamentary Library, New Delhi.
Aga Khan Centre, Lisbon, Portugal.

INTERESTS & SKILLS
Art
?

Winter School workshop organiser; ‘The Watershed’ design of final night venue
from salvaged materials, Sheffield, 1998.

?

Folly Fellowship measured drawing competition 1997.

?

Exhibition of art (‘Easter’) at Sheffield University and St Thomas Church, 1997.

?

Art Teaching Assistant at Norton Free School, 1997.

?

Assistant to Martin Rogers (‘The Projected Room’) at the Site Gallery, Sheffield,
1996.

?

Performance art (‘City in Light’) at Winter School (publicised in Archetype
Journal, March), 1994.

?

Exhibition of art (‘Industrial Skeletons’) at Edgebaston High School, 1991.
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